A rare G1P[6] super-short human rotavirus strain carrying an H2 genotype on the genetic background of a porcine rotavirus.
Rotavirus strains with a rearranged 11th genome segment may show super-short RNA electropherotypes. Examples from human strains were limited to seven strains, 69M, 57M, B37, Mc345, AU19, B4106 and BE2001, which have a variety of G and P genotypes. AU19 is a rare G1P[6] human rotavirus strain detected in a Japanese infant with severe acute gastroenteritis. This study was undertaken to better understand the origin of AU19 by determining the genotype constellation of AU19. Upon nearly-full genome sequencing, AU19 had a G1-P[6]-I5-R1-C1-M1-A8-N1-T1-E1-H2 genotype constellation. Possession of I5 and A8 genotypes is indicative of its porcine rotavirus origin, whereas possession of H2 genotype is indicative of its DS-1 like human rotavirus origin. At the phylogenetic lineage level for the genome segments that share the genotype between porcine and human rotaviruses, the VP1-4, VP7, NSP3-4 genes were most closely related to those of porcine rotaviruses, but the origin of the NSP2 gene was inconclusive. As to the NSP5 gene, the lineage containing AU19 and the other three super-short human strains, 69M, 57M and B37, carrying the H2 genotype (H2b) clustered with the lineage to which DS-1- like short strains belonged (H2a) albeit with an insignificant bootstrap support. Taken all these observations together, AU19 was likely to emerge as a consequence of interspecies transmission of a porcine rotavirus to a child coupled with the acquisition of a rare H2b genotype by genetic reassortment probably from a co-circulating human strain. The addition of the AU19 NSP5 sequence to much homogeneous H2b genotypes shared by previous super-short rotavirus strains made the genetic diversity of H2b genotypes as diverse as that of the H2a genotype, lending support to the hypothesis that super-short strains carrying H2b genotype have long been circulating unnoticed in the human population.